Omega fuse

The Omega product series consists of a family of connectors qualified to the MIL-C general
purpose specification. These CN series of connectors are designed to meet all electrical and
mechanical requirements of the MIL-C military specification. MSR Receptacle Connectors MSR
Receptacle The CNB series are square-flange mount threaded coupling, and the CNA series are
square-flange mount bayonet coupling connectors. The CN series are part of the Omega
product family These connectors are based on our MIL-C connectors When you order Cinch
C48 Series connectors with Linear Toroidal HF. Discrete LAN Magnetics. Between Series Same
Series. Commercial Aerospace. Consumer Electronics. Data Centers. Fire Safety. Harsh
Environment. Technical Library. Video Library. Cross Reference. Product Configurators. Rohs
Compliance. Drawings Search. Assembly Instructions. Address Line 2. Zip Code. Technical
Support Sales Support. Omega C48 Catalog. Sales Drawing CN Series. Postal Code. Outlying
Islands U. Part Number. Home Cinch Connectivity Solutions. By using Belfuse. Learn more I
agree Decline. Order from a wide range of sensing and monitoring equipment with expert
support to help connect challenges to solutions. Wireless Smart Interface. Wireless Smart
Interface Enabling fully customizable cloud-managed wireless solutions that fit your
application. Invalid quantity. Create a quote or order by adding part numbers directly to the cart.
Added to Your Shopping Cart. Part Number. What's New. Case Studies. Technical Learning.
What is a Calibration Certificate? Measurement of Outflow Facility in the Eye. Resources you
need to sense incredible things. Get in touch with our experts. Contact us. Additional
Resources. Smarter Engineering Order from a wide range of sensing and monitoring equipment
with expert support to help connect challenges to solutions. Turbine Flow Meters. Turbine flow
meters are the most popular choice to measure flow electronically. They offer a wide flow and
application rangeability. Turbine Flow Meters are easy to maintain, durable and versatile. PID
Controllers. Load Cells. An array of load cells, including bending beam, tension and
compression link, button, low profile, through hole, S type, cannister, tension link, and single
point load cells as well as load pins. Data Loggers. Omega's data loggers offer dependable
performance in all types of environments. Choose based on measurement type or form factor to
meet your size and data logging requirements. Pressure Transducers. A large selection of
pressure transducers for ranging from compact, cost effective OEM transducers to heavy duty,
high accuracy transducers. A custom configurator is also available. Search for the part s
number you wish to receive samples. Or, visit the sample center page. Select a series below
based on the electrical requirements of your system. Fast-acting, high-interrupting capacity,
current-limiting type fuse. Especially suited for control Littelfuse, Inc. We use cookies to collect
information about how you interact with our website and to remember you. We use this
information to improve and customize your browsing experience and for analytics about our
visitors on this website and other media. To find out more about the cookies we use, see our
Privacy Policy. By continuing, you agree to the use of our cookies. By selecting among and
accepting to our use of the cookie categories below, you direct Littelfuse to store cookies on
your device and disclose information as described in our Privacy Policy. If you do not direct us
to collect any categories of cookies, a single essential cookie will be used in your browser to
remember your preference not to be tracked. When you use our website, we collect personal
data about you and your use of the Website, through cookies and analytics tools. We may also
collect personal data such as your name, job title, company name, address, email address and
telephone number either directly from you or by combining information we collect through other
sources. Because Littelfuse respects your right to privacy, you can choose to modify the
cookies option and disallow some of them. Click on the different category headings to learn
more and change default settings. However, blocking some types of cookies may impact your
experience of the site and the services we are able to offer. There are cookies which are needed
for our website, applications or services to function properly. For example, these cookies
remember your preference not to be tracked and identify trusted web traffic. These cookies
collect information about how visitors and users use our website, applications, and services.
These cookies enable us to improve our website, for instance, by ensuring that users are
finding the required information. These cookies don't collect information that identifies a visitor
or user. All information collected by these cookies is aggregated and anonymous. These
cookies allow our website, applications and services to remember choices you make such as
your preferred language and provide enhanced, more personal features. They may also be used
to provide services you have asked for. The information these cookies collect may be
anonymized and they cannot track your browsing activity on other websites. These cookies are
used to deliver advertising that may be relevant to you and your interests. They are also used to
limit the number of times you see an advertisement as well as help measure the effectiveness of
an advertising campaign. They remember that you have visited a website and this information is
shared with other organizations such as advertisers. Products Automotive Sensors Automotive

Sensors Littelfuse Automotive Sensor Products offer a wide range of sensors for use in
monitoring various vehicular functions in the areas of passenger safety, comfort and
convenience plus vehicle powertrain, chassis and emission applications. Chassis Comfort and
Convenience. Emissions Passenger Safety. Powertrain xEV Sensors. Littelfuse battery
management devices provide methods of conserving battery power, protecting against
over-discharge, combining and protecting auxiliary equipment such as liftgate motors.
Littelfuse battery mini-Breakers provide battery cell protection for high-capacity Lithium
Polymer and prismatic cells. Metal Hybrid Protection. Electrical sockets, plugs and coils used
for connection of a truck and trailer on commercial vehicles or caravans for 12 and 24V
systems. Connector Accessories Greycon Connectors. Common Mode Noise Filters CMF
attenuate common mode noise in differential and balanced transmission, and power supply and
audio lines. Littelfuse offers a comprehensive line of fuse blocks, fuse holders, and fuse
accessories for automotive, electronic, and electrical markets. Fusible Switches and Panels
Fusible Switches and Panels Provide a complete, one-piece solution for easy procurement and
code compliance. Dissipate high voltage transients through a contained plasma gas with high
surge capability, low capacitance and small size. Magnetic sensing products utilizing Reed and
Hall Effect technologies, with custom solutions available. Low capacitance polymer base
product for protecting high speed data circuit from ESD damage and maintaining data integrity.
Polymer-enhanced, precision Zener diodes that offer resettable protection against multi-Watt
fault events without the need for multi-Watt heat sinks. Power Semiconductors Power
Semiconductors High reliability power semiconductors utilize the latest technology. Stacks,
Subsystems, and Assemblies Bare Die. TD and Chip Telecom. Our surge protection devices
SPDs and modules are designed to provide protection from transient overvoltage. They are
thermally-protected and built with high-quality, dependable materials. Features
manually-operated, foot-operated, and mechanically-operated switches; and switches operated
by temperature or pressure. Reliable standard and thermal protected varistor, available in a
variety of forms, surge current capability up to 70, Amp. Radial Leaded Specialty Surface Mount.
Thermally Protected. Custom Circuit Protection Solutions. Electronic Testing Services. Need the
Littelfuse equivalent to a competitor part? Enter the competitor part number here. Check
distributor stock levels by entering in full or partial part numbers Cancel. Midget 10x38mm
Fuses 10x38mm midget fuses help provide supplemental overcurrent protection and have the
capability to limit currents with fast-acting reliability. Connect with Littelfuse. This website
stores cookies on your device. Essential Performance and analytical technologies Functionality
Targeting or advertising. Always Active. Performance and analytical technologies. Targeting or
Advertising. By clicking Allow All or Save Settings you agree and accept our terms and
conditions. Please include MODEL and manufacturing date code found on the bottom of your
product along with your name, shipping address and telephone number. Parts can be
purchased on our website by clicking here. Omega Blenders and Juicers can perform a variety
of functions and all of our products perform with the high performance. To find the right blender
or juicer that best fits your needs please click here. It is possible that juice may have seeped
behind the locking ring. If you remove the four screws on the gray gasket inside the locking
clip, the gasket and locking ring will come off the housing. I would try cleaning the two parts
and attach back to the housing to see if that helps. It is possible that the magnet in the black
hopper that engages with the juicer and allows it to turn on has come loose. Do you happen to
have any other type of magnet in your home that you could test to verify this? You would simply
need to turn the juicer on and hold a magnet over the orange arrow on the motor housing. If the
unit turns on then you need a new hopper, if the juicer does not turn on the juicer may need to
be serviced as this could display a motor issue. We look for two things when the VRT juicers do
not turn on and majority of the time it is simply the way the hopper is put onto the bowl. The
juicer must be completely assembled to turn on. The first thing to do is find the half-moon
shaped or semi-circle tab with the arrow on it. This tab juts out from the rim of the hopper cover.
The hopper can be locked onto the bowl three different ways but only one will actually engage
with the juicer and allow it to turn on. The tab on the hopper has a magnet that engages with the
juicer. If you do have the tab over the open close and the juicer will not turn on take the hopper
off the bowl and look at the underside of that tab. The underside of the tab should be covered
with plastic, if there is a hole then the magnet fell out which again will not allow the juicer to
turn on. If the magnet has fallen out I can replace the hopper for you. We have many customers
who have their VRT juicer for years and one time just happen to put the hopper on incorrectly,
so I would make sure to double check that. If this does not work, then the juicer will have to be
sent to our service center. The 'Q' models are more squared, and the 'R' models are more round.
The letters following the 'Q' and 'R' identify the color. You may have seen the following warning
associated with certain Omega products, as well as on other products purchased from other

manufacturers:. As explained below, failure to provide a warning can result in significant costs
and penalties in California. Yes, it is safe to use as instructed. The list is broad and
encompasses products purchased in California that are used or consumed in everyday living.
For example, warnings have been required for coffee, vinegar, and fish. I purchased this
product outside of California. Why are you providing the Proposition 65 warning to me? Omega
products are sold throughout the U. Each distribution warehouse can and does serve multiple
states, including California. To avoid the potential Proposition 65 costs and penalties if a
product without a warning is brought into California, we decided to include these warnings,
regardless of origin of purchase. For purposes of Proposition 65, the fact that the product
meets federal and state safety standards is irrelevant. For a manufacturer, the legal fees to
contest a Proposition 65 case are significant. Because providing a warning removes all of these
potential costs and litigation risks, West Bend and many other manufacturers have opted to
provide the Proposition 65 warning. In fact, California regulators require no evidence of harm or
even likelihood of harm to humans prior to placing a chemical on the Proposition 65 list.
Instead, evidence from animal testing has been deemed sufficient, even when those tests on
animals are conducted with outlandish dosages. Although that very same study concluded that
there was insufficient evidence to treat BPA as a developmental toxicant to humans, California
has used it as a basis for adding BPA to its Proposition 65 list. The resins are used to protect
foods from microbial botulism and other contamination by coating the inside of metal products,
such as some food cans. It is also used in the production of hard, clear, heat-resistant
polycarbonate plastics and epoxy resins. BPA once again provides an excellent example. The
EPA commissioned a study that was released in That study used humans rather than animals
as its test subjects. Each subject was asked to ingest high doses of BPA. By monitoring blood
and urine, the scientists found that the BPA was detoxified and eliminated from the body and
was undetectable. Links discussing these studies can be found at. In the fall of , FDA experts
from across the agency, specializing in toxicology, analytical chemistry, endocrinology,
epidemiology, and other fields, completed a four-year review of more than scientific studies on
BPA. Despite this overwhelming scientific evidence that BPA is safe, California has chosen to
ignore these findings and placed BPA on its Proposition 65 list. Omega Juicers Product
Troubleshooting. Product Troubleshooting My part s are damaged, broken etc.. I need a
replacement part. How can I find the Omega Juicer or Blender thats best for me? Locking ring is
stuck. My juicer won't turn on! Have you tried the reset button on the bottom of the juicer? My
VSJ is not turning on! No power to my juicer. What are the differences between the VSJ
models? The parts and motors are identical. We simply have two different shapes, so
customers have two options for shape and color. What is this warning about? Is this product
safe to use? If the product is safe, why does Omega include this warning? What is BPA? The
Omega product series consists of a family of connectors qualified to the MIL-C general purpose
specification. These CN series of connectors are designed to meet all electrical and mechanical
requirements of the MIL-C military specification. MSR Receptacle Connectors MSR Receptacle
The CNB series are square-flange mount threaded coupling, and the CNA series are
square-flange mount bayonet coupling connectors. The CN series are part of the Omega
product family These connectors are based on our MIL-C connectors When you order Cinch
C48 Series connectors with Linear Toroidal HF. Discrete LAN Magnetics. Between Series Same
Series. Commercial Aerospace. Consumer Electronics. Data Centers. Fire Safety. Harsh
Environment. Technical Library. Video Library. Cross Reference. Product Configurators. Rohs
Compliance. Drawings Search. Assembly Instructions. Address Line 2. Zip Code. Technical
Support Sales Support. Omega C48 Catalog. Sales Drawing CN Series. Postal Code. Outlying
Islands U. Part Number. Home Cinch Connectivity Solutions. By using Belfuse. Learn more I
agree Decline. DRTB-2 Series thermocouple terminal blocks, manufactured with
thermocouple-grade alloys guarantee accurate readings, SMP-compatible female miniature
thermocouple connector. The ASK disconnect or fuse terminal blocks allow a circuit to be
'opened' without disconnecting the wire from the screw connections, will hold 5 x 20 mm or 5 x
25 mm fuses. The XRU1D power terminal block has the same shape as the relay modules and is
used to feed in the bridging potentials. The nominal current is 32 A. Fuse terminal blocks
provide a convenient way to add fuses to your DIN rail wire panels. The fuse blocks accept 5 x
20 mm fuses and are rated up to V and 15A. The terminal block contacts are made with
thermocouple-grade calibration alloys. Ground terminal blocks mechanically and electrically
connect wires to the DIN rail by using a metal clamping bar. In this way, the DIN rail can function
as a ground bus bar. R Series UL supplementary protectors are made to trip faster than a
standard UL circuit breaker, therefore providing additional protection for specific devices.
Configuration complete. Please add to cart to keep it or exit the configuration. Show In Stock
Only. Quick Ship. CE RoHS3 5. Thermocouple Type. K IEC 1. Voltage Rating. Amperage Rating.

Number of Terminals. Alloy 11 1. Alloy 1. Ceramic Blocks with Brass Terminals 1. Constantan 1.
Copper 1. Glass Filled Nylon 1. Iron 1. Polyamide 6. Standard 1. Termination Type. Barrier Strip
Jacket 1. Barrier Strip 1. Spade Lugs 1. Terminal Lugs 1. Minimum Wire Size. Maximum Wire
Size. Units in Pack. Gray Blue Black 9. Red 7. Yellow 7. Green 6. Orange 6. White 4. Brown 3.
Purple 3. Biege 1. Grey 1. Pink 1. Insulation Strip Length. Grounding terminal block 2. DIN Rail
Mount 1. DIN rail stand off bracket 25 mm 1 in 1. DIN rail stand off bracket 51 mm 2 in 1. DIN rail
stand off bracket 76 mm 3 in 1. End Plate-Partition 1. End plate for YBK terminal 1. End plate for
YBKT ground terminal 1. End plate for YBK End plate for YBK-6 terminal 1. End plate for YBK-6T
ground terminal 1. Feed Through Terminal Block 1. Feed through tension clamp terminal block
1. Ground terminal block 1. Grounding Blocks 1. IDC ground TB 1. IDC ground hybrid TB 1. IDC
hybrid TB 1. IDC single level TB 1. Marking Tags Numbers 21 to 30 - 1 Card 1. Marking Tags with
Ground 1. Marking tag 1 to 10 1. Marking tag 1 to 50 1. Marking tag to 1. Marking tag 11 to 20 1.
Marking tag 51 to 1. Marking tag without print 1. NB1 Heads 1. One-in, 3-out multi-connection
terminal block 1. Pre-cut DIN rail for 10" sub-panel width 1. Pre-cut DIN rail for 12" sub-panel
width 1. Pre-cut DIN rail for 14 and 16" sub-panel width 1. Pre-cut DIN rail for 20" sub-panel
width 1. Pre-cut DIN rail for 24" sub-panel width 1. Pre-cut DIN rail for 4" sub-panel width 1.
Pre-cut DIN rail for 6" sub-panel widt
2004 volvo xc90 headlights not working
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h 1. Pre-cut DIN rail for 8" sub-panel width 1. ROHS Compliant 1. Single circuit fuse block with
LED blown fuse indication 1. Single circuit fuse block with neon blown fuse indication 1. Single
circuit fuse block 1. Three Circuit Terminal Block 1. Three Level Sensor Block 1. Three level feed
through or 4-wire sensor therminal block with ground 1. Three level feed through terminal block
1. Two level feed through or 3-wire sensor therminal block with ground 1. Two level feed
through terminal block 1. Wide 2 level TB 1. Wide disconnect TB 1. Wide double level grounding
TB 1. Wide knife disconnect TB 1. Pole Width. Curve Type. C-Curve 2. D-Curve 2. B-Curve 1.
Terminal Blocks and Lugs Wide variety to complete your connection with DIN rail mountable,
round terminals, relays, fuse terminals, screw connections and double to triple level feed
throughs. Sort by:. Added to Your Shopping Cart. High Current Terminal Blocks, Width 25mm 0.
DIN Rails, 35x7. Back Product Availability by Store Location.

